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Unpacking the meaning of conflict in organizational conflict research

Abstract

In this conceptual essay, we review the field of organizational conflict in order to unpack how it has been constructed genealogically and with what consequences by investigating three major shifts in theorization that have occurred over the past six decades. First, a move away from viewing conflict as dysfunctional to viewing it as constructive. Second, a shift from normative prescriptions to descriptions of what disputants do in conflict. Third, a shift from psychological functional analyses to studying conflict as an organizational phenomenon. We find that three distinct and essentially contested conceptions frame studies of conflict at work: conflict as a distinct behavioral phenomenon, conflict as an instrumental means of achieving something else, and conflict as a social construction contingent on how reality is perceived. This conceptual essay adds to current thinking in organizational conflict research by emphasizing how philosophical and political assumptions about conflict can be seen to have framed knowledge production within the field when it is viewed historically.
Introduction

The organizational conflict research literature is large, diverse and flourishing. That the literature should be so extensive is not surprising: conflicts between peoples are a constant of history and chroniclers have recorded such conflicts since early literate times (e.g. Polybius, 1922; Thucydides, 413 BCE). Throughout history the major organizations involved in conflicts have been states and armed forces. In recent times, the focus has broadened to encompass conflicts within organizations more generally. In many respects, this focus owes a great debt to Marx’s (1976) view of conflicts born of the contradictions of class struggle as the motor of history, although an explicitly Marxist focus is far less apparent today than in its heyday in ‘conflict sociology’ (Collins 2009). Today, there are far more nuanced and substantively grounded accounts of conflict in organizations and at work that are both more granular and less dependent on grand theories or macro-organizational clashes of states or classes. Of course, the field is enormous and in one paper we cannot expect to cover all of it; we shall be sociologically selective in focus.

A number of scholarly analyses of the organizational conflict literature have been published over the years to frame and provide an overview of the field of organizational conflict: Putnam and Poole (1987) offered a thorough coverage of conflict that they organized in terms of three levels of analysis: interpersonal, intergroup and inter-organizational. In turn, the significant contributions of Putnam have been analyzed by Paul, Geddes, Jones and Donohue (2016) in terms of the communication perspective of conflict, interaction analysis, the bona fide group perspective, and bounded emotionality. Lewicki, Weiss and Lewin (1992) identified and categorized approaches to conflict in terms of micro level models of conflict as well as negotiation and third-party processes. Wall and Callister (1995) reviewed literature about the causes and effects of conflict and about disputants and third parties’ roles in conflict management. Van de Vliert (1998) reviewed
literature focusing on the escalation and de-escalation of conflict. De Dreu and Gelfand (2008) synthesized literature on the sources and effects of conflict across different levels of analysis: individual, group, organization, and national culture.

Despite these thorough accounts of the state of the art within the field of organizational conflict and the field’s longevity as a research topic, a research gap remains: we rarely encounter discussions about the meaning of conflict and its epistemology, even though the literature on organizational conflict differs markedly in its grounding of the many conceptions of conflict. Consensus on a widely agreed upon definition of conflict has been called for by numerous scholars in management and organization science (e.g. Barki & Hartwick, 2004; Fink, 1968; O’Connell, 1971; Schmidt & Kochan, 1972; Spector and Bruk-Lee, 2008; Tjosvold, 2008). They see the lack of consensus as a major obstacle to progress within the field because research results cannot be generalized from one study to another. Given the significant difference in epistemologies and, indeed, ontologies, underlying the field, this seems a pious but unrealistic ambition. Another option, rather than calling for consensus where there is little sign of it being evidently achievable, is to appreciate that conflict may be one of those ‘essentially contested concepts’ that Gallie (1956) noted, along with power (Lukes 2005). To say it is essentially contested is to propose, with Garver (1978, p.168), that:

“The term essentially contested concepts gives a name to a problematic situation that many people recognize: that in certain kinds of talk there is a variety of meanings employed for key terms in an argument, and there is a feeling that dogmatism ("My answer is right and all others are wrong"), scepticism ("All answers are equally true (or false); everyone has a right to his own truth"), and eclecticism ("Each meaning gives a partial view so the more meanings the better") are none of them the appropriate attitude towards a variety of meanings.”
When we approach the study of conflict from a genealogical perspective, we see that the many different definitions of conflict arise from diverse epistemological, methodological and theoretical positions and are an inevitable consequence of diverse social science practices. These different positions involve endless disputes about their proper uses on the part of their users and cannot be settled by “appeals to empirical evidence, linguistic usage, or the canons of logic alone” (Gray 1977, p.344). Essentially, contested concepts are evaluative, creating inherently complex concepts depicted in mutually incommensurable terms by positions that refer to different assumptions and traditions of theorizing. Because of this, there is no one best instance of an essentially contested concept although, in terms of their interpretative breadth and depth, some will be better, more useful, than others (Swanton 1985).

Thus, as we see it, the many different definitions of conflict are not a problem because they obstruct generalizability; the problem is rather that scholars conceptualize conflict on the basis of assumptions that we all know – and all agree on – what conflict is. It is therefore the failure to be specific about which epistemological and ontological meaning of ‘conflict’ is being indexed, as it were, rather than the absence of agreement on a common definition of conflict, which creates conceptual ambiguity and obscures conceptual advancements in conflict research.

Given this lack of openness about how to conceptualize conflict, an opportunity arises to clarify and raise awareness of the different theoretical assumptions embedded within different conceptions of conflict. The purpose of our essay is therefore to identify distinct ways of conceptualizing conflict in the theoretical domain of organizational conflict. With the organizing principle that ‘conflict’, however it is theoretically conceptualized in the literature, is the object of study, we examine relevant theoretical and empirical contributions to address the research question, how has organizational conflict been constructed genealogically, and with what consequences?
In applying a genealogical approach to study conceptions of conflict in the modern history of conflict research we are greatly inspired by Foucault (2003), who deploys genealogy to question dominant values of current conceptions in the history of knowledge. ‘Conflict’ can be analyzed using a genealogical approach to record movements (Burrell, 1996). Burrell views movements as recording changing attention and meanings within a theoretical domain. Inquiry into movements and shifts in the genealogy of conflict research reveals distinct changes in conceptualization. Genealogy allows us to uncover the taken-for-granted assumptions about conflict, which we observe in the different strands of conflict research and expose struggles for dominance in the theorizing of conflict.

Our contribution in this conceptual essay is twofold. First, we show that the study of organizational conflict has undergone three major shifts over the past six decades that have established diverse traditions of theorizing, creating specific grounds for contestation. The shift from viewing conflict as dysfunctional to viewing it as constructive created contestation over the functional essence of the term; the shift from normative prescriptions to descriptions of what disputants do in conflict generated contestation over the descriptive essence of the term, and the shift from psychologically oriented analyses centered on individual level dispositions to studying conflict as an organizational phenomenon generated contestation over the performative essence of the term. While these shifts have occurred separately over periods of several decades, they have broadened and generated new strands of conflict research. Second, we identify three distinct and essentially contested theoretical positions on the meaning of conflict that frame studies of conflict at work. Here we expose the taken-for-granted assumptions inherent in the different strands of conflict research.

**The Functional Essence of Conflict**
Current debates about conflict in the organizational conflict literature replay the divisions of 1950s functionalist sociology (Coser 1956). The essential question that constitutes these debates asks whether conflict is a negative phenomenon that is destructive and disruptive or if it could be a constructive process with positive consequences (for such debates, see De Dreu, 2008; Tjosvold, 2008; and recent meta-analytic reviews by DeChurch, Mesmer-Magnus, & Doty, 2013; De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; de Wit, Greer, & Jehn, 2012; O’Neill, Allen, & Hastings, 2013). The debates are rooted in a major shift occurring from the 1950s to late 1970s that moved from a dysfunctional view of interpersonal conflict to a functional view. During this period, conflict slowly came to be seen as a constructive force that was potentially beneficial for the organization, if the right kind of conflict occurred and was handled correctly, rather than as a sign of breakdown and deviance from organizational harmony and equilibrium. Conflict could be beneficial because it could improve performance, innovation and decision-making in organizations. The move towards conceptualizing conflict as constructive may be thought of as a catch-up with the traditions of sociological analysis associated with Simmel (1955) and Coser (1956). Although our main focus in this conceptual essay is to review modern conflict research; that is, research from the 1950s and onwards, we first briefly examine the logical notions of conflict present in the classical historical literature on conflict.

**Conflict in Classical Social Theory**

The abundance of historical literature on conflict has mainly dealt with controlling, avoiding, and eliminating social conflict (Rahim, 2000). Classical philosophers such as Plato and Aristotle assigned conflict a pathological status: viewing it as a threat to order and the success of the state. These philosophers argued that the state’s responsibility was to maintain order and keep conflict to an absolute minimum (Shipka, 1969). Seventeenth-century social contract theorists, such as Thomas Hobbes and John Locke, argued in a similar vein that government’s central role was to control conflict so as to establish order in social relations. By the nineteenth century, however,
major philosophical contributions from the dialectical perspective inspired by George Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1975) and continued by Karl Marx (1976) identified conflict as the necessary engine of social change.

Organizational Conflict as Dysfunctional

In modern works on organizational conflict, conflict was largely regarded as a dysfunctional phenomenon, “altogether bad” (Fink, 1968, p. 445), and as “a breakdown in standard mechanisms of decision-making” (March & Simon, 1958, p. 112). Conflict represented situations of ambiguity, “basically different from ‘co-operation’” (Mack & Snyder, 1957, p. 212). Conflict was often depicted as part of a conflict-cooperation dichotomy, where one is defined in terms of the absence of the other. Conflict situations were considered best eliminated so that cooperation that produces order could take place. These views were aligned with assumptions that organizations are rational, linear and predictable systems, in which stability is to be achieved through planning and control (Perrow, 1967). Conceptually, conflict was associated with self-interested actions that deliberately undermined collectively defined goals (Boulding, 1957; Fink, 1968). Conflict was primarily treated as a subset of competition, since it was assumed that all cases of conflict would involve some level of competition. The ambiguous distinction between conflict and competition was criticized by scholars such as Katz & Kahn (1978), Mack & Snyder (1957) and Schmidt & Kochan (1972) who sought to limit the concept of conflict to overt behavior or social interaction processes occurring subsequent to the perception of mutually incompatible goals or values.

Conflict as a distinct behavioral phenomenon. Conflict was conceptualized as something deliberate and goal-directed by at least one of the parties involved. We see assumptions that conflict involved an “overt behavioral outcome (…), that is, (…) actual interference or blocking” (Schmidt & Kochan, 1972, p. 363). It could be passive or active. In this view, perception of goal or value
incompatibility was seen as a necessary precondition for conflict. Katz and Kahn (1978) saw conflict as “the collision of actors” (p. 613), in a distinct behavioral conceptualization of the phenomenon that required an observed clash in which two bodies collide in conflict with each other. Schmidt and Kochan (1972) termed this a “behavioral conceptualization of the process of conflict” (p. 359). The roots in classical behaviorism and its dependence on Newtonian accounts of mechanics could not be clearer.

For behaviorists, conflict was essentially seen as a breakdown in relationships between individuals. This view identified conflict as a dysfunctional phenomenon. Experimental studies were the preferred methodology to study the strength and direction of relationships between variables in conflict. Objectivist-realist research positions and positivist thinking were premised on assumptions about how experimentally contrived situations mirrored the ‘real’ world. Privileging direct observation of behavioral components, conflict was largely regarded as a matter of observable behavior, which could be separated from other elements such as context (Druckman, 2005). Critics (e.g. Barley, 1991) made the case that experimental settings were contrived, posing problems for generalizing results to real-world situations, conflict research moved its methodological gaze onto settings in which research participants actually worked.

**Organizational Conflict as Functional**

To advance beyond the one-dimensional view of conflict as the disruptor of order, researchers began focusing on its positive dynamics and consequences. This trend started with Coser, who in 1956 published his now classic book on *The Functions of Social Conflict*. Coser contended that conflict is not always socially destructive but rather an essential mechanism in the positive evolution of society. Subsequent organization theorists such as Pondy (1992) and Thomas (1992) endorsed and contributed to this changing view of conflict in organizations. In 1967, Pondy argued that conflict is neither good nor bad but must be assessed in terms of its individual and
organizational functions and dysfunctions. In his early work conflict was seen as disturbing the equilibrium in organizations, an assumption implicit in nearly all existing organizational studies of conflict at that time. Pondy radically revised his ideas subsequently: by 1992, he saw conflict as “not only functional for the organization, it is essential to its very existence” (1992, p. 260). The change in Pondy’s conception of conflict in organizations epitomized an emerging shift within the field of conflict research from viewing conflict as dysfunctional to viewing it as potentially functional if the right kind of conflict occurred. Thomas (1992) also saw conflict as being potentially constructive, inspiring research that began to distinguish between dysfunctional and functional conflict. This research led to the establishment of the conflict type framework and identified the categories of task and relationship conflict, and later process conflict and status conflict.

Task conflict concerns disagreement about the content of the work that is being performed; relationship conflict is seen to exist when there are interpersonal incompatibilities arising from differences in personality or opposing values (De Dreu & Beersma, 2005; Jehn, 1997). Such disagreements about personal issues often represent ego threats because the issues in relationship conflicts are strongly interwoven with the self-concept (de Wit et al., 2012). Process conflict is closely related to task conflict: whereas task conflict has to do with the actual task, process conflict concerns the process of task accomplishment in terms of how resources and duties are delegated, how the task is done (Jehn, 1997). The concepts of task and relationship conflict are widely used in conflict research and are therefore well-established concepts in the literature. The concept of process conflict is accepted as an important concept (see e.g. de Wit et al., 2012; Greer, Jehn, & Mannix, 2008; Lê & Jarzabkowski, 2015) but application is still limited. More recently, the concept of status conflict (Bendersky & Hays, 2012) has been added to the collection of conflict types.
Status conflict concerns disputes over members’ status positions in their group’s social hierarchy and it is viewed as being particular detrimental to group performance.

Relationship conflict affects identification and trust negatively (Jehn, Greer, Levine, & Szulanski, 2008), and interferes with performance by generally lowering effectiveness, creativity, and innovativeness (De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; Farh, Lee, & Farh, 2010; Jehn, 1995; 1997). When poorly managed, relationship conflict is regarded as having negative long-term consequences for individual health and wellbeing (De Dreu, van Dierendonck, & Dijkstra, 2004). Recent research suggests that relationship conflict leads to biased information-processing and rigid stances, which negatively affect decision-making. (de Wit, Jehn, & Scheepers, 2013). By contrast, task conflict has traditionally been seen as more likely to be constructive due to its ability to enhance decision-making quality by motivating team members’ search for optimal decisions and solutions (Amason, 1996; De Dreu, Harinck, and Van Vianen, 1999; Olson, Parayitam, & Bao, 2007). Task conflict is found to be positively related to individual creativity and innovation (DeDreu, 2006), task commitment and member satisfaction (Bayazit & Mannix, 2003; Behfar, Mannix, Peterson, & Trochim, 2011). Task conflict is often viewed as healthy and necessary because it stimulates discussions and prevents premature consensus, leading to enhanced work-team effectiveness and performance (De Dreu & Beersma, 2005; De Dreu & Van de Vliert, 1997; Jehn, 1994; 1995; 1997; Tjosvold, 1991). For example, Jehn and Mannix (2001) argued that “[m]oderate levels of task conflict have been shown to be beneficial to group performance on certain types of tasks” (p. 239).

Since the 1980s, a major strand in organizational conflict research has concentrated on refining the conflict-type framework to distinguish between negative and positive, or productive, conflicts in organizations, by mapping out how “these two types of conflict differentially affect work group outcomes” (Jehn, 1997, p. 531). Recently, task conflict has been seen to exhibit positive relations with team performance specifically in decision-making teams (O’Neill et al., 2013) top-
management teams (de Wit et al., 2012) and in teams exhibiting a climate of psychological safety (Bradley, Postlethwaite, Klotz, Hamdani, & Brown, 2012). Despite disagreements, task conflict is commonly considered constructive and relationship conflict dysfunctional.

Conflict as an instrumental means. In many of the works on functional organizational conflict cited above conflict is assumed to be an instrumental means to achieve authoritatively sanctioned ends. These assumptions can be summed up by Tjosvold’s (2006) statement that “it is through conflict that teams can be productive and enhancing and leaders effective” (p. 92). Depending on the situations and the kind of outcome desired by management, we see a widespread interest within the literature on how attain the ‘right’ kind of conflict for the achievement of goals. By having a primary focus on what makes one type of organizational conflict better than another, interests have developed into discovering how to manipulate the system to reduce those conflicts perceived as ‘bad’ for the organization and stimulate other types of conflict deemed constructive, or productive, for increasing performance.

Within this strand of conflict research, the preferred methodology has been survey instruments designed to measure conflict intensity and conflict levels (see Jehn, 1995; Jehn & Mannix, 2001; Shah & Jehn, 1993; Behfar et al., 2011) at primarily the interpersonal level, on the presumption that if it is measured, it can be managed. To be measurable, conflict has to be acknowledged and verbalized by disputants. Informed by positivist epistemology, surveys are conducted from an objectivist–realist research position. This methodology ontologically presupposes an objective reality that can be encapsulated in central, distinctive and universal concepts (Hatch & Yanow, 2008). The concepts of task and relationship conflict were taken to represent essential features defining conflict in organizations. There are, however, evident objections to the instrumental approach to studying conflict and whether the relationships between conflict types and performance should be so simple. It is particularly important to correctly
diagnose task and process conflict, to harness the generative effects of conflict (Lê & Jarzabkowski, 2015) and that the manner and intensity of conflict expression influences conflict processes and subsequent outcomes (Weingart, Behfar, Bendersky, Todorova, & Jehn, 2015). Such studies move towards recognizing processual components of perception, interpretation, and expression as critical aspects influencing any relationships between conflict and performance. Static survey instruments will not capture data that is appropriate to these considerations.

Summarizing, this first shift embraced a normative and functionalist view emphasizing that organizational conflict is a constructive, productive force benefiting the organization if the ‘right kind’ of conflict occurs, rather than being one that is dysfunctional. Whereas early modern organizational conflict research regarded conflict as dysfunctional and focused on ways to remove it, subsequent analysts began to see conflict as intrinsic to human relationships, conceptually distinguishing between dysfunctional and constructive conflict. This instrumental orientation created contestation over the functional essence of conflict.

**Normative or Descriptive Practice of Conflict?**

Between the 1970s and 1990s, a second shift occurred within the strand of conflict research that focuses on interpersonal conflict management and resolution. During this time, scholars moved away from focusing on normative prescriptions of what disputants should do in conflict situations to focusing on what disputants actually do in practice. The shift reflects the notion that moral prescription never defeats empirical analysis. Morrill (1989) and Wall and Callister (1995), in particular, called attention to this shift.

**Normative Practice**

The normative school emphasized prescriptive approaches to conflict resolution. Sometimes its advice was generated from fairly abstract presuppositions: in the work of Raiffa and those
influenced by him and with whom he worked, for instance, there was an explicit framing of conflict in terms of economics and game theory, often quite mathematically and statistically dense (Raiffa, Richardson and Metcalf, 2003; Raiffa, 1982). Other times the focus was on the practical steps that could be identified that disputants should take to deal with conflict, its causes, and consequences (Deutsch, 1973; 1990; Hocker & Wilmot, 1991). Disputants should acknowledge the conflict, distinguish between interests and positions, listen attentively and speak so as to be understood by each other. Most of these steps are founded on the belief that it is through changed behavior that conflict may be dealt with or resolved. Other approaches, such as group- and interpersonal interventions (Walton, 1969) and collaborations were also recommended as ‘best practices’ for dealing with conflict (Thomas, 1976). Eiseman (1978) and Gray (1985) encouraged disputants to think about the conflict not only from their own but also from the opponent’s position to enable a focus on what could be jointly achieved. Tjosvold (1985) advised disputants to be open-minded and recommended that cooperative goals could be established through open discussion of opposing views (Tjosvold, Dann, & Wong, 1992). Deutsch’s (1949) theory of cooperation and competition and definition of conflict as incompatible activities (1973), where one person’s actions interfere or get in the way of another’s action, inspired much normative research. Its dominant notion of conflict presumed a blend of cooperative and competitive motives. Whether protagonists in conflict believed their goals to be cooperative or competitive would affect their expectations and interactions in resolution of conflict.

Recent contributions from the normative school similarly prescribe behavioral steps to deal with conflict, by recommending, for example, that disputants discuss the conflict with third parties outside the conflict (Myers & Larson, 2005), develop conflict-competent organizations through the use of constructive communication techniques (Runde, 2014), and explore their different preferences, priorities and resources (Bordone & Morffitt, 2006). In all these prescriptive
approaches, we see assumptions that the purpose of conflict management is to get the strategy for personal conflict management right so that conflict will lead to productive outcomes. The normative school of conflict management research therefore views conflict as a distinct behavioral phenomenon and as an instrumental means of achieving something else.

Descriptive Practice

Early empirical research into descriptive conflict handling confirmed that many disputants essentially engage in the prescriptions offered by the normative school. Blake and Mouton’s (1964) development of the dual concern model, refined through the Kilmann and Thomas (1977) conflict MODE instrument, focused specifically on styles for personal conflict management. Two dimensions shape the model: concern for self and concern for others (Rahim, 1983). Variations of the dual concern model shaped the development of survey instruments for examining conflict management (Pruitt, 1983; Putnam & Wilson, 1982, Rahim, 1983, 2000; 2002; Renwick, 1975), which measure the self-reported use of five core conflict management styles: forcing/dominating, avoiding, accommodation/obliging, problem solving and compromising.

Although its development took place several decades ago, we find that variations of the model are still widely used to examine individuals, groups and management’s conflict management options and their relationships to a range of topics: personality (Antonioni, 1998; Chan, Sit, & Lau, 2014), leadership styles (Saeed, Almas, Anis-ul-Haq, & Niazi, 2014), emotional intelligence (Schlaerth, Ensari, & Christian, 2013), effectiveness and performance (Choi, 2013, DeChurch et al., 2013; Tanner, 2014), effectiveness of decision making in workgroups (Kuhn & Poole, 2000), innovation (Song, Dyer, & Thieme, 2006), gender and organizational status (Brewer, Mitchell, & Weber, 2002; Aquino, 2000), expression of dissent (Goodboy & Bolkan, 2013) and team role preference (Aritzeta, Ayestaran, & Swailes, 2005). Although the instruments used to measure conflict management styles have been criticized for positioning the five core styles of conflict
management as all-inclusive (Wall & Callister, 1995), they still provide the preferred way of examining how disputants manage their conflicts and how their doing so affects various aspects of organizational life. Their popularity, Wall and Callister (1995) argue, stems not only from their ability to consolidate a great number of techniques into approximately five styles but also from their ability to predict how strategies used in conflicts affect conflict outcomes. Thus, the main focus in descriptive conflict management research has been on strategies for managing personal conflict to achieve productive outcomes. The underpinnings of the functionalist view that conflict must be doing some ‘good’ are evident. Descriptive practices thus view conflict as an instrumental means to achieve something else.

The normative-to-descriptive shift was also evidenced the field of the behavioral decision theory approach to conflict and negotiation, which documented the many biases that keep negotiators from negotiating ‘rationally’ (Thompson, 1990). Bazerman, Loewenstein and Moore (2002) for example showed that the frame is switched to one of institutional rather than personal values, to highlight the role of institutionalized self-serving biases that lead professionals, such as auditors, to view data in a light that reflects what they want to see. From this perspective the conflicts that occurred over the role of auditing in the wake of the Enron and Arthur Anderson case were productive because they recommended a reformed role for independent auditing that would minimize institutionalized self-serving biases.

Summarizing, as researchers began to measure individual conflict management styles of conflicts, conflict research experienced a second shift away from normative ideas about how conflict should be managed. This shift from normative prescriptions to descriptions of what disputants do in conflict generated discussion about the descriptive essence of conflict. For the purpose of studying conflicts, researchers (e.g. Kilmann & Thomas, 1977; Rahim, 1983) developed survey instruments to measure individual styles of conflict management. Although widely used,
instruments that measure individual styles of conflict management have been criticized for being premised on a simplistic two-dimensional description of conflict management.

**Dyadic or Organizational Conflict?**

Morrill (1989) and Barley (1991) alerted the field to a third shift emerging from the late 1980s and onwards. These scholars challenged the traditional psychological and functionalist analyses that assumed conflict and conflict management to be dyadic phenomena and moved attention towards an understanding of conflict as an organizational phenomenon. This shift may be thought of as a realization that it is practices embedded in social structures – as well as people’s psychologies – that matter.

**Dyadic Conflict**

In the 1980s and 90s, theorists (King & Miles, 1990; Knapp, Putnam & Davis, 1988; Olekalns et al., 2008; Womack, 1988) began to criticize the emphasis on the individual as the sole benchmark for determining how conflict will develop. Recognizing that individuals act in dyads or groups, they called for a change of focus in conflict analysis, arguing that conflict should not be seen as unidirectional but should take into account actual interactions. Psychological and functionalist analyses (e.g. De Dreu, 1997; Jehn, 1995) began to approach conflict and conflict management as dyadic phenomena, using experiments and survey instruments to investigate conflict and negotiation in conflict. While generating important knowledge for understanding specific aspects of conflict and conflict management this literature implicitly assumed that all conflict, whether individual, group, or inter-organizational, tended to follow the same principles of interaction dynamics premised on person-to-person dyads (Barley, 1991; Clegg, Mikkelsen, & Sewell, 2015). The dyadic level of analysis, often conglomerated into the term ‘interpersonal conflict’ (Barki & Hartwick, 2004), was assumed to represent all organizational conflict. More recently, drawing on
the strategy field, Borbély and Caputo (2017) have shifted analysis of negotiation to include negotiation at the organizational level.

Barley (1991) and Kolb and Putnam (1992) view conflict as more than either an individual or interpersonal event. Within the dominant psychological theorizations of conflict and conflict management in particular, conflict often became separated from the organizational context in which it occurred, thereby neglecting its expression as situated action (King & Miles, 1990; Knapp et al., 1988; Somech, Desivilya, & Lidogoster, 2009). Survey instruments, together with experimental methodologies failed to include a variety of organizational sources in the examination of conflict and worked from an asocial and compartmentalized conception of the phenomenon (Barley, 1991; Knapp et al., 1988). A consequence is that conflicts between staff and management are defined as private problems that must be resolved and managed individually: the organization is not responsible (Bartunek et al., 1992; Martin 1992). A shift towards seeing conflict as a social and cultural phenomenon, developed.

Organizational Conflict
Analysts within the field of organizational conflict (e.g. Gray, Coleman, & Putnam, 2007; Kolb & Bartunek, 1992; Morrill, 1989; 1995; Sheppard, 1992) began to argue that the structural and cultural context in which organizational conflict occurs is critical. Different sources of conflict, for example, the allocation of work between entities, power and resource distribution, rules, norms and values existing in the organizational systems need to be examined. Rather than a special case to be treated in special ways, conflict occurs in the routines of work and the norms embedded in everyday social interaction as organizational members go about their daily activities (Bartunek et al., 1992; Dubinskas, 1992; Friedman, 1992; Friedman & Berthoin Antal, 2005; Gadlin, 1994, Tucker, 1993, Van Maanen, 1992).
The conception of “conflict [as] part of the social fabric of organizations” (Bartunek et al., 1992, p. 217) implies that interpretations of issues and problems that make up a conflict are part of – and hence must be understood within – the context in which the conflict occurs, highlighting the role that social context and social process play in shaping the form and trajectory of a conflict. Murnighan and Conlon (1991) for example, found that interpretations, together with many other factors such as experiences, culture, and goals, influence and underpin the disputants’ approaches to conflict management. With these developments, we begin to see scholars (e.g. Cloven, & Roloff, 1991; Kolb, 2008; Lewicki, & Gray, 2003; Mather & Yngvesson, 1980; Mikkelsen, 2013, Volkema, Farquhar, & Bergmann, 1996) giving special attention to the social processes of how conflict is framed and made sense of as important for understanding local strategies used in handling conflict.

Conflict as an organizational phenomenon has been understood by communication scholars through an interpretive approach to the study of conflict and the constitutive relationship between communication and conflict (e.g. Brummans, Putnam, Gray, Hanke, Lewicki, & Wiethoff, 2008; Mease & Terry, 2012; Nicotera & Mahon, 2013). Influenced by Weick (1979), who was among the first to posit that communication is the means by which organizing occurs, conflict is not seen as static but comprised by inherently dynamic processes of communicating. Communication scholars such as Kusztal (2002), Putnam (2010), Sheppard & Aquino (2013) take particular interest in the hegemonic and performative role of language and symbols in shaping and co-developing conflict, inspiring research into the discourses of conflict, while others (Brummans et al., 2008; DeWulf, Gray, Putnam, Lewicki, Aarts, Bouwen, & van Woerkum, 2009; Gray, 2003; Mikkelsen & Gray, 2016) focus on framing and issue development in conflict and language’s constitutive effects on social interaction in conflict (Mease & Terry, 2012; Nicotera & Mahon, 2013; Putnam, Nicotera, & McPhee, 2009). From this interpretive approach to conflict we learn that communication should not
be seen as a variable affecting conflict outcomes but is a performative aspect of conflict (Putnam, 2013). Conflict is seen as a performance in Goffmanian terms (Goffman, 1959) to which involved parties and observers attach different meanings that may change over time and which can be interpreted in any number of different ways.

**Conflict as a social construction.** It was an article by Felstiner, Abel, and Sarat (1980) on ‘Naming, blaming, and claiming’ that laid the foundation for conceptualizing conflict as a socially constructed phenomenon by arguing that conflict, as a thing in itself, is meaningless: “[D]isputes are not things: they are social constructs. Their shapes reflect whatever definition the observer gives to the concept” (pp. 631-632). In a comment on his study of conflict management among the British Police Force, Van Maanen (1992) similarly articulated the importance of meaning in conflict: “Meaning is so critical because there is absolutely nothing inherent in the notion of conflict that is strictly independent of human observation and the making of meaning” (p. 55). Further endorsed by the interpretive turn in organization and management theory, communication scholars began to study how disputants interpret and talk about conflict and how it is performed at different times and in different places.

Scholars, working from a conception of conflict as a social construction, place an emphasis on the role that social context plays in interpretation and conceptualization of conflict (Bartunek et al., 1992; Gadlin, 1994; Kolb, 2008; Mikkelsen, 2013). These scholars take an interest in the variety of ways conflict is handled in organizations in terms of culturally and locally governed choice. By assuming conflict as omnipresent, they acknowledge that conflict can be expressed in subtle ways (Kolb & Bartunek, 1992; Martin, 1992; Morrill, 1995): it is not always visible, acknowledged, or verbalized. People in organizations can be in conflict without labeling their relationship as such. The concept of conflict is an analytical rather than simply descriptive category.
The conceptualization of conflict as a social construction is underpinned by an interpretive epistemology and qualitative research methodologies. Researchers (e.g. Kusztal, 2002; Morrill, 1989) using qualitative methodologies aim to gain insight into the insider’s context-specific experience and view of conflict and the processes through which meaning is generated. Conflict research informed by such constructivist methodological presuppositions aims to broaden the understanding of conflict and conflict handling in organizations. Prescribing specific applied steps to deal with conflict is not the ambition. That said, providing practitioners with diverse explanations of conflict may inform action. Conflict research conducted from this conception of conflict is thus mainly descriptive rather than normative.

Summing up, conflict was traditionally explored as an interpersonal phenomenon in which it was assumed that all conflict followed the principles of interaction dynamics premised on person-to-person relations. The third shift broadened this traditional view of conflict as a dyadic phenomenon. It generated a constructivist perspective on conflict that argued that conflict should be studied as an organizational phenomenon. Conflict, along with its interpretation, and the forms it may take, is a practice shaped by the context in which it occurs. The shift from psychologically oriented analyses to studying conflict as a practice embedded as an organizational and conceptual phenomenon generated contestation over the *performative* meaning of the term conflict.

**Conclusion and Implications**

Even though ontological and epistemological commitments are rarely openly displayed within the organizational conflict research literature and may often even be unrecognized by its readers, we nevertheless set out to investigate how organizational conflict has been constructed genealogically, and with what consequences. We found that the study of organizational conflict has undergone three major shifts that have established diverse traditions of theorizing, creating specific grounds for contestation: the first theoretical shift, from viewing conflict as dysfunctional to the pursuit of order
to viewing it as constructive, created contestation over the functional essence of the term; the second theoretical shift, from normative prescriptions to descriptions of what disputants actually do in conflict, generated contestation over the descriptive essence of the term; the third theoretical shift, from psychologically oriented analyses to studying conflict as a practice that occurs as an organizational phenomenon, generated contestation over the performative essence of the term. While these shifts have occurred separately over periods of several decades, each of them has broadened and generated new strands of conflict research.

The diversity of ontological and epistemological commitments leads to different ways of conceptualizing and engaging with conflict and is a key feature of the theoretical assumptions that influence how researchers make things intelligible and the production of knowledge within the field. It is these commitments that make the term conflict an essentially contested concept. Accordingly, we were able to identify three distinct and competing theoretical positions on the meaning of conflict that frame studies of conflict at work: conflict as a distinct behavioral phenomenon, conflict as an instrumental means, and conflict as a social construction. Each of these incommensurable theoretical positions is rooted in significant philosophical presuppositions about what conflict is and what it means for the organization. Moreover, each theoretical position embraces distinct methodological orientations for researching conflict and holds distinct objectives for yielding scientific knowledge about conflict.

In the end, methodologies rest upon assumptions about the real status of the phenomenon under study, constituted by an applied ontology and epistemology (Hatch & Yanow, 2008; Johnson & Duberley, 2000). While much conflict research has been somewhat unreflexive about its ontological grounds, our contribution encourages an awareness of and interest in not only theory generation as an output of the research process but also “the process of theorizing” (Weick, 1995, p. 387). As an important part of generating theory, we expect there is much to learn by first becoming
more explicit about our philosophical presuppositions because they condition the type of organizational knowledge we acquire; thus, we have placed the different strands of conflict theory within more fundamental debates of ontology and epistemology. However, we do not argue that these are merely the preserve of professional academic discourse: we see their contours expressed in the lay theorizing of everyday life.

Having established that different conceptual positions concerning the nature of conflict are constituted by contestable differences, a significant question remains: why are these differences not explicitly discussed in conflict research literature? We believe that this relates, first, to the fact that organizational conflict research is overwhelmingly embedded within existing and foundational theoretical frameworks that are reinforced through referencing processes that defer to the existing theoretical and methodological communities. Hence, there has been a reproduction of theoretical positions developed from positivist or objectivist research paradigms, the two dominant frameworks of conflict types and conflict management styles (see e.g. Jehn, 1995; Kilmann & Thomas, 1977; Rahim, 1983). The upshot is, as Tjosvold (2008) argues, that current conflict definitions and research reinforce “popular misconceptions rather than challenging them” (p. 448). Second, in practical terms the field has been overwhelmingly normatively preoccupied with the instrumental outcomes of conflict.

In the past, there has been an almost total separation between the two major research strands that work with conflict types and conflict management approaches or styles, respectively. Although these two main research strands take a particular interest in conflict and its management at the interpersonal level of analysis, they are largely independent research areas. We have only recently begun to see studies that combine these research areas by examining the relationships between conflict management styles and conflict types (see DeChurch et al., 2013; Leon-Perez, Medina, Arenas and Munduate, 2015). Secondly, the literature on the positive versus negative
effects of conflict has been meta-analyzed no less than four times (DeChurch, Mesmer-Magnus, & Doty, 2013; De Dreu & Weingart, 2003; de Wit, Greer, & Jehn, 2012; O’Neill, Allen, & Hastings, 2013) since the turn of the millennium due to contradictory findings on the direct effects of task conflict on team outcomes such as productivity and performance. An overriding interest in the instrumental outcomes of conflict diverts attention from conceptual debate and those more sophisticated theoretical developments that capture the complex and dynamic nature of conflict. There is little discussion of multiple or contrasting interpretations of conflict within the different research strands.

For the future, we suggest that research should focus on more detailed ethnographies of actual conflicts in practice, grounded in rich empirical data, such as Mikkelsen and Gray (2016) discuss, in order to explore in detail the different assumptions relied upon in differential sensemaking that produces conflict situations. In doing so, the view that conflict routinely arises out of imbalanced power relationships and differential interests of gender, one might think, is ripe for reappraisal in the light of the #MeToo movement, spotlighting the systematic effect of gender power imbalances in producing aggravated sexual harassment in organizations. Feminist theorizing and conflict research in international studies, in the classic macro organizational analysis of state conflicts, wars and social movement struggles (Sharoni, 2017) is a rich resource to be explored, as are a small number of contributions to mainstream conflict research, amongst which one would suggest (Putnam, 2006; Putnam and Kolb, 2000; Kolb and Putnam, 1997; Buzzanell and Liu, 2007; Bowles and McGinn, 2008). The focus on systematic institutional bias and discrimination afforded by feminist research provides a strongly substantive arena in which the strengths of diverse contributions can be engaged in dialogue.

We have provided insight into the context and dynamics of conflict research. Our examination of conflict research literature clearly reveals that much of modern conflict research
views conflict and conflict management as having a functional, descriptive or performative essence.

Our conceptual essay is intended to stimulate scholars’ participation in what is at present a somewhat rare discussion about how conflict is conceptualized; by doing so we may engage collectively in inquiry into conflict that is less of a closed circle of the like minded and thus be able to extend our understanding of organizational conflict as a phenomenon that not only has functions and can be described but also is performed as a practice.
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